The Complete Pool Care System

1. **POOL FROG® CYCLER**
   - The POOL FROG® Cycler serves as a “water treatment center” and controls the flow of water.

2. **POOL FROG® MINERAL RESERVOIR**
   - POOL FROG® will make you a believer in mineral pool care with water that feels incredibly soft so your skin stays silky smooth. Looking at your pool is like looking into a mirror because mineral water has a crystal clear shine.
   - And POOL FROG’s mineral technology reduces chlorine use up to 50%*. Simply replace every 6 months or one pool season and experience much less work, so you’ll enjoy the look and feel of your pool.

3. **POOL FROG® BAC PAC**
   - A POOL FROG® Bac Pac is placed inside the POOL FROG® Mineral Reservoir, providing a low level chlorine support for approximately 2 weeks.
   - POOL FROG® is the only mineral system with a pre-filled chlorine pac that meets the EPA requirements to lower previously approved safe chlorine levels by up to 50%*.

4. **FROG BAM®**
   - POOL FROG® even offers an algae-protection guarantee when you use FROG BAM® with the POOL FROG® system.
   - FROG BAM® is a 90-day algae preventative, that when distributed into the pool through the POOL FROG® Cycler, guarantees your pool won’t experience any algae hassles for 90 days!

* Compared to the minimum EPA requirement of 1.0 ppm for a standard stabilized swimming pool.

**CONSUMER WORRIES GET DOWN®**

- Get Down® chlorine use up to 50%* which helps prevent skin and eye irritants
- Get Down® work time for a more enjoyable pool experience.
- Get Down® excess chemical levels for a responsible solution to water care.
- Get Down® waste with recyclable FROG BAM® and Bac Pac containers.
POOL FROG® MAKES A DIFFERENCE YOU CAN SEE AND FEEL

CLEAR WATER
LESS WORK
RECYCLE CONTAINERS
NO RED EYES

POOL FROG® FOR EVERY POOL

In Ground Mineral System
Above Ground Mineral System
XL PRO In Ground System with X-tended Pac Life

Mineral Hybrid Combines Benefits of 3 Technologies for Complete Pool Care
FROG BAM® 90 Day Algae Protection Guarantee
INSTANT FROG® Mineral Disinfectant for In Ground Skimmers

SPA FROG® FOR EVERY SPA

Floating Mineral System Floats in Any Spa
In Line Mineral System Buil In by the Spa Manufacturer for New Spas

POOL FROG® MINERAL SYSTEM
For In Ground Pools

• Up to 50%* Less Chlorine
• Less Work With Easy Pre-filled Pacs
• Improves Swimming Pool Pleasure
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